
Using Praise to re-inforce behaviours you want to see 

 

Research has established 5 golden rules for effective praise: 

1. Be specific and use labelled praise – praise the behaviour: 

Great/well done  -      “you sat so nicely”, “you listened and did what I asked” “you 

put your toys in the box” etc. 

When children know what made us pleased they are more likely to do it again.  

We all use `good girl/boy’, and general praise comments – challenge yourself to 

name the behaviour as well.  

 

2.  Praise within 5 seconds 

The closer in time to the behaviour the more effective the praise is.  This does 

require being `on the ball’ and looking out for those successful times so you can give 

the praise.    (Often we tend to notice when things `aren’t done’.   Especially when 

this happens a lot.  We need to watch for the exceptions when things are done and 

give that praise. 

Remember they are little people still learning – and it’s best if we don’t take good 

behaviour and compliance for granted when it happens. The younger the child the 

quicker the praise needs to be.  

 

3. Praise comments need to be given and heard much more often than corrective 

comments 

Eg “great, you got dressed really quickly today”     vs “you have forgotten your socks”  

 

Praise comments for all children need to be at least 3 x more than corrective 

comments.   

For children struggling to comply/listen and with poor attention/anger this needs to 

be even greater at least 5:1, ideally 10:1.  

 

4.  Sincere and appropriate praise works best 

“you worked hard on your painting” will be more effective than “that’s the best 

picture in the world” – children assess for themselves and if they see faults in their 

picture they won’t believe it if you say it is perfect.   However they will appreciate 

you noticed their effort.    

Note:  Emotionally it is more effective to empathise with a child who says “my 

picture is rubbish” than persuade them it is great – you can use this to explore their 

feelings and thoughts and encourage emotional expression and problem solving 

skills … 

Eg You don’t sound happy with that picture.   

Which bit don’t you like? 

I really like the bit where you used two kinds of blue.    



Is that a bit you do like? 

What would you do differently another time?  How could you have done it 

differently/liked it to be? 

Growth mindset:  We learn by practising and having a go – well done for trying, next 

time you can work on ….  (What they want to be better) 

I appreciate that many children get quickly angry and frustrated and may not engage 

in such a conversation as above but little by little you can help them to express their 

feelings verbally and become reflective instead of rejecting of their efforts.  

 

5. Give praise with enthusiasm 

Children who are used to being `in trouble’ or who struggle to get things right a lot of 

the time might be switching off and zoning out.   Use eye contact, tone of voice, a 

hug/high 5, thumbs up etc to reinforce your praise words.   

 

NOTE:   A few children respond negatively to praise – they seem to reject it.   For them it is 

important the praise is continued despite their negativity, but ensure it is genuine and 

proportionate, and you can slowly build up their tolerance to praise again.  Start with the 

little things, things they might not expect. 
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